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"The.Santa Clause:"
Vintage Disney
Film Explores Family,
Santa /Wyths
by Michelena Holiday

The Women's

~esource Institute
New Organization Serves

ship with the Christmas elves.
After the great trip,Charlie tells his Campus, Community
mother, stepfather, and the kids at
school about their great adventure. by Michelena Holiday
And of course, no one believes him.
But because Charlie will not let the
For a number of years, an indestory die, problems arise for the Calvin pendent organization has been in the
Santa Claus. As his physical body works to become a reality here in our
starts to adopt the body of Santa community. The organization is the
Clause on its own, everyone thinks Women's Resource Institute.
he's crazy except the children who
According t6 Dr. Kate Lamm, one ,
believe in Santa.
of the founders, the Women's ReThe most touching part of this source Institute has a very large goal
movie is how this experience trans- in mind: to help with the needs of
forms Calvin from being a poor father the women on campus and in the
to a more caring and loving one. If community.
you want to know why Santa's last
Dr. Lamm says: "One of the
name is changed to Clause, you'll things we would like to do is to make
have to see the movie
yourself.
r.iiimiiiiiirniiiiiiiiiii~;;;;;;;;;;;;;.iiiiffii;;;;;;;;,~-mniiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

This Christmas, Disney provides
another great adventure. "The Santa
Clause," starring Tim Allen, star of
television's hit show, "Home Improvement," provides laughter, fun,
and a wild ride.
"The·Santa Clause" tells the story
about a so-so father, named Scott
Calvin, who caused Santa to have a
little accident. Since Santa can no
In my opinion this
longer fulfill his obligation as the fa- movie is for viewers 12
mous giftgiver, Calvin takes his place. years to adult. The
Then, the fun starts.
jokes in this comedy
As soon as Calvin puts on the red - are more advanced in
suit, he and his son Charlie ride in that respect. Howthe air led by the famous reindeer to ever, the younger genvarious homes around the world. It eration may appreciate
answers the age-old question, How the special effects indoes Santa get into a house that has volved. I left the viewno chimney? Then, Calvin and ing with a smile on my
Charlie visit the North Pole, see the face and a happiness in
amazing toy factory, and find friend- my heart. •
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America's # 1 comic Tim Allen stars as Scott Calvin, a father whose strained relationship with
his son Charlie (Eric Lloyd) begins to mend after a bizarre twist of fate transforms him into the

new Santa in Walt Disney Pictures' live-action comedy for the whole family, llfhe Santa Clause ."
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Kate Lamm, co-founder of the Wome!l's Resource Institute ..

it more viable for, in particular,
women students, women with children, and single women to return to
school. We want to have the resources such that we could provide
child-care if necessary, and to help
them get the appropriate financial aid.
Dr. Lamm points out, "There are
a lot of different disenfranchized
women throughout the country. But
we are particularly concerned with
our community in which many of
them want to go back to school, are
trying to go back to 'school, taking
care of themselves and taking care of
their children.
Dr. Lamm explains, "We would
like to have an institute that would
serve as a resource for the entire community. Number one, it would be
sort of this clearing house so that
See WOMEN on the back page ...
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by Juan Pablo Correa

American educational system.
This reference work is result of the
Soon, international students will research and commitment of Michael
have the opportunity to find a great . Ives and Jean Lewis. Both have dedideal of information by just opening cated long hours of work to compile
one of the pages of a new publica- an instrument that will make the life
tion called We/come. This book is of the international student easier.
the by-product of many efforts that
"This book will help the new inrecently have taken place to provide ternational student to better undera beuer environment for the newly stand how to function in basic daily
arriving student.
operations with little trouble," Ives
We/come discloses in its approxi- said.
mately seventy pages the aspects for
"For instance, in keeping with
an international student to consider such things as a driver's license, in
before arriving in the United States. It the white pages directory it is listed
has information on housing, money under 'State of Florida.' On the conand banking, health care, and the trary, We/come specifically gives the
)

Campus Life Editor

5 December 1994

student the address, phone number,
and necessary requirements on how
to get one."
Written in an easy to understand
way, the books gives the students fami I iarity with restaurants, safety,
shopping, and immigration.
We/come became available during the last week of November. It
can be picked up at Nova Southeastern's Undergraduate Admissions
Office, Student Life Office for International Student Services, the Immigration Assistance Office, and through
the Nova International Student Association. •

Health Professions Division Feedback · Disability Awareness
Day: A Good Idea?
Offers New Program
(An anonymous caller responded to the
Knight's Poll Line question for the November
7th issue:)
· ·

the school that people with disabili· "Yes. I would part1c1pate in a ties are no more or less capable of
The College of Allied Health was university-wide disability awareness doing things than anybody else-that
. they're not any .different from any
awarded accreditation on May 1 9, day.
"I
think
it's
important
that
students
other person.
1994 by the American Medical Asso"So, yeah, I would participate in
ciation Committee on Allied Health . are made aware of other students with
disabilities,
and
to
show
the
rest
it.
Thank
of
you." •
Education and Accreditation (AMACAH EA) for the Physician Assi~ant ~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

by Jennifer Morgan

Ecology Symposium Skimmed

Program.
The College of Allied Health applied for and received approval on the
Advisor
development of a program to train
Prof. James Dean
Physician Assistants (PAs) back in
1992. The program was finally ap- by Heidi Palmer
proved after a two year process, and
THE KNIGHT NEWSPAPER
On Wednesday, November 2nd,
it will be award ing its charter class
ROSENTHAL STUDENT CENTER STE 208
Bachelor of Science degrees upon The Ecology Committee of Eaculty
completion of the program in the Council and Nova's Adventures ToNOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
wards Understanding and ResearchSummer of 1995.
3301 COLLEGE AVE
The program offers students a 24- ing Earth sponsored a symposium for
FORT LAU DER DALE FL 33314-7796
month program •of study which in- the environment.
Telephone (305) 370-5670
Interested students, faculty, and
cludes one year of classroom study Advertising (305) 452-1553 fax (305) 452-1552
administrators
gathered to listen to
and one year of clinical training. •
Toll Free (800) 338-4723, extensions 5670, 1553, &1552
three guest speakers discuss this question: Should we protect the environThe Knight Newspaper serves the Nova Southeastern University community from its office
ment?
on the second floor of the Rosenthal Student Center at NSU's main campus. The Knight is the
publishing arm of the Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies' Student Communications
Dr. Ben Mulvey moderated the
Organization (SCO ), affiliated with the WNSU Radio Station and the SCO Business DepartFirst, Dr. David Mcdiscussions.
,
ment.
Naron,
a
NSU
Instructor, spoke from
The Knight is NSU's established vehicle for the transmission of student reporting, opinion,
an
ethical
perspective.
Then Mr. Joel
and arts. All community members are invited to contribute anything they desire to The Knight.
The Knight is readily available at several sites around NSU and the local community,
Mintz, a professor at the Shepard
including the East Campus site, the Oceanographic Center in Dania, and the Davie-Cooper City
Broad Law School, spoke from the
Chamber of Commerce. Address all distribution concerns to Jason Domasky, Editor-in-Chief, at
legal approach elaborating on obli(305) 370-5670.
gations for public health.
The deadline for submissions for Issue '7, which appears January 16th, is December 9th.
The advertising deadline for Issue 7 is December 14th. E-mail the Editor at Internet address
Last, Robert Elliot of the Philoso"domaskyj@alpha.acast.nova.edu" to find out how you can become involved with the Student
phy
Department of the University of
Communications Organization.

Environment's Controversial Surface
New England in South Wales, Australia, spoke on the philosophical perspective.
After the presentation from each
speaker, the audience was invited to
cha Ilenge or question any of the presented ideas. Many had questions and
some were answered but time allowance cut the debate short.
Al I of the speakers' presentations
were well-voiced. However, this
viewer would like to have seen more
of a detailed discussion on how to
"save the environment" or "why are
having trouble protecting the environment?"
Hopefully this symposium is only
one of many discussions addressing
questions on what measures need to
be taken to save the environment.
We h6pe the next turnout will be
even greater for a more in depth discussion. •

...
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Health Professions Division
Develops New Residency
with Medical Center

Presto! A New and

by Jennifer Morgan

by Ka~~y Klockzie.m

The College of Osteopathic Medicine at Nova Southeastern's Health
Professions Division has developed a
residency with Un iversal Medical
Center in Plantation, Florida. This accredited.program is the newest of the
nation's 16 osteopathic dermatology
residencies.
Residents in the three~year program will receive most of their training at Universal Medical Center and
the Broward Family Health Center.
They will be taught the basic classifications of diseases and the pharmacodynamics of various therapeutic
agents dealing with the field of dermatology.
The program will provide training in clinical subjects such as gross
and histodermatopathology, therapeutic radiology, medical mycology,
allergy and immunology, dermatologic surgery, and dermatologic
physical modalities .
The program will also provide
residents with an opportunity to be
involved in teaching interns, externs,
and medical students.
For more information, call the College at (305) 949-4000, ext. 1300. •

Many ~students have prob<1.bly
"convert-request@po la ri s. ncs. nova . edu".
heard about the "make over" that the
If you have files that are stored,,
Polaris syst~m will be havi~g in De- on your PC, or can download your
cember." What they may not know is files, please do so. This will make ·
how this Will exactly affect their e- the conversion much faster and keep
mailing life.
downtime to a minimum.
r.
A ' temporary r=~~==w.;.:;;:;;;;;;~.. - = - ~ : ;
New converts
cramp in the e- ·
need to log in to the
mail user's lifestyle
I new server no later
will be the system's
than three months
downtime for the
~ of their conversion
conversion that·
date or their account
will ·start on De- ;.
will be removed .
cember 19, 1994. i
This move will cut
The accounts will ._K_a_thy_K_lo_ck_zie_m_a_nd_Vi_ern_E_la_,N_su_'s_RJ_la_,i_sp_eo_p_le.__, down on the clutter

1:mproved Polaris ·

use than notes because of its HTMLbased interface.
Files will be converted to the· new
machine on a request-only basis; ,
Anyone who is interested in convert- .
ing files to the new machine need tq
send their request via e-mail tb:
..

1

!

f

be transferred to the new server. Sun
Microsystems SPARCserver 1000.
SPARCserver 1000 weighs in at a
hefty 128.MB of RAM, 4.2 GB of disk
storage space, and has 4 CPUs.
As of now/ it can not be predicted
how long the system will be down.
The length of the downtime will depend on how long .it takes to convert

to keep the conversion process running quickly' and smoothly.
The online environment r,:iay
seem different. This is due to the new
standardization in the way ".login"
and '.' .cshrc" files are kept. This will
make it easier for students, faculty or
administrative staff when something
is changed on this machine.

--NOVA--
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~pdate
You can still customize your
".login'' and ".cshrc" files, but please
make sure you don't change or delete anything that is already in your
.login and your .cshrc files. In other
~o'rds you can modify these files as
long ~s you stick to adding on to
theni) fllot mutilating them.
Some of the major bonuses that
come with thi~ new system are new
programs such as xmodem, ymodem,
and zmodem protocols for up/downloading, a Webster dictionary, and ire
(Internet Relay Chat program). Also,
some programs may look or act differently because of the newer versions
of the software.
All of this and more will be available to you after the winter break. Be
ready to experience easier home modem use and faster programs upon
your return to NSU. Vern Ela, Coordinator of Technology at NSU, and I
will be happy to assist you through·. out your e-mailing journey. •

KAT.
5
~
~

~eacroun~~~e~whoreque~a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~conversion .

1

toth~~~:~~:v:'. ~:~:-~::~~~:~:e~
called TOPICS will replace notes .
This program will be much easier to

·

uI QfQ. & · SPQRTSCAROS
6504 SW 39th Street Davie, FL 33314

UlTRA COMMUNICA:1 10"5
GET A BRAND NEW
BRAVO PLUS BEEPER FREE
REQUIRES CONNECTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

&

SERVICE AGREEMENT .

16 memory
Beeps and Vibrates
No deposits or last month required
BRAND NEW - Not Reconditioned
Factory Warranty
Shows time calls were received
Range: Key West to Vero Beach
Response _Time: 8 seconds
Free loaner if repairs are needed
Extra Long Battery Life
Time Stamping

SPECIAL OFFER TO
THE NOVA COMMUNITY
Reconnect your beeper for FREE with us and receive
a FREE pocket calculator or designer gold chain.

Call today for more inf~rmation
BROWARD - 926-3332
DADE - 238-0011
8504 S.W. 129th Terrace
2500 Hollywood Blvd, #311
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• YOU RENT 10 MOVIES .
l ,,oC\

• foo\\:,o\\ (ocds,
spoc\s C.ocds •
.
d ,09,e5
• to1.es on
.. , foc\l
• )ucoss,
(.used)
sq.CJS+\.o~

• CiET A FREE MOVIE RENTAL
ON YOUR BIRTHDAY
.
•OPEN 9:00AM TO MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK

NEW RELEASES...........$2.75 GENERAL TITLES........$2.15
AI>IJL'l'S •••••••••••••••••••••••••$2.sc, C::JIILl>IIEN'S•••••••••••••••••$1.c,c,
SIJPER NIN'l'ENJ>OS, NIN'l'ENJ>OS f4 GENESIS
, $2.so

IRING THESE COUPONS FOR SPECIAL SAVINGS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Buy any pack of Sports/ :
Non~Sports Cards
:
••
get a $ .25 pack FREE

·Rent 10 movies get a ·
.FREE
$1 .00 lottery ticket

·····················~·····················
•• With New 'Membership
Rent one General Title
Get one General Title
FREE

••
••

Rent One Get One
FREE
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''Help Mummy, .Sweetie!''

to put you in a trance.
At Mejico Grande, you can begin your taste's journey with the house
specialty, Nachos del Norte. This
Mexican special includes crunchy
ranch chips smothered with beef, by Chris Jackson
to stay sober and chaste in the naturefried beans, cheese, crispy lettuce,
ral surroundings: "Let's wait until we
salsa, guacamole and sour cream for
This summer; was your TV screen land, though, sweetie." Despite the
$3.25-$6.50. If nachos aren't your blurry with lawless escapes; near-sui- exasperated flight attendant, they
thing, Mejico Grande has many other cidal behaviors or insane shouting hoard armloads oflittle airline liquor
appetizers to choose from.
into cell phones? No, we're not talk- bottles. "Hey! We want peanuts!"
Along with the traditional menu ing about white Bronco-busting, but Cradling two mini-bottles of chamitems you may choose from botones that new comedy series, "Absolutely pagne, Patsy follows a young stud to
(light puffs of pastry filled with finely Fabulous," (aka "AbFab") offered by the plane's loo to earn more points in
minced meat and served with cheese cable station Comedy Central on the four mile-high .club.
by Billy Cerbelli
Variety, Newsweek. and Enterdip) and Mexican pizza, which is a Monday at 8:3Elpm.
When I want good Mexican food, deep fried flour .tortilla sprinkled with
" AbFab" has been the number- tainment Weekly have all. pegged
I look for places that have combined chopped beef and scallions, chili and one show on BBC for two seasons, "AbFab" as a satire of the fashion in~
Mexican and American food in the taco sauce, then covered with layers and it's easy to see why . This show dustry. ·While that take isn't entirely
is more than "Fawlty Towers" meets wrong, it dismisses the heart of this
best manner. Chili's is the best chain of cheese ($3.50-$5.25).
I started with tortilla chips served · "Family Ties" meets "Married with show, the complex mother/daughter
provider for such food, but for my
money Mejico Grande is at the top of with sals.a. They provided the first Children." While it borrows on a long bond in the nineties. This portrays a
clue.as to the kind of Mexican Ameri- tradition of goofy Brit and American post modernist media consuming her
the list of independents.
Mejico Grande is a small restau- can food to expect. The chips were sitcoms, the show ventures daringly children in all the old ways.
rant with about fifteen to twenty warm and crisp. The salsa was loaded and articulately into new comic terriA problem with her mother lies
tables. Sombreros and Mexican with tomatoes and mildly spiced. The tory featuring women.
behind Patsy's promiscuity and her
clothing decorate the walls around chef added peppers with great re"AbFab'' features two blowsy long friendship with Edina.
women pushing forty
Patsy tells Safyou to set the mood. Soft, Spanish straint.
,; : fy, "I never knew
The second clue was the Mejico from the wrong end.
music is played in the background for
· my father. My
that finishing touch. And of course, Grande chili. There was a bit of a Edina (Jennifer
mother only knew
the aroma from the kitchen is enough zing to it, but nothing strong enough Saunders, who also '
•· · him briefly. She
to knock my socks off or bring on the writes the show)
was in her forties.
sniffles. It was a bean less versi'on and wears overpriced,
I nursed her through
soupier than most, compared to .outlandish outfits
her last years. It
Chili's or Garcias (State Road 84 and redeemed only by
put a stopper on
Pine Island). To top it off, the ched- their designer lame getting somedar cheese was added generously to bels. She runs her
one for myself.
the top. This version is good, but own modeling agency and disShe'd have got rid
would not win any prizes .
of me, but she misAlso delectable .was the $6. 7 5 penses acerbic
took being pregbeef burrito, the $7.75 combination fashion critiques:
·of beef enchilada, taco and tamale, "Darling, the only Edina and Patsy, the two blowsy women in Comedy nant for the menoCentral's HAbsolutelyFabu/ous ."
pause. When she
and the $8. 95 (most expensive item thi ng she'd look
on the menu) specialty, chili relleno. · good in is a body bag!" Jumping onto found out, it was too late. It was hav$228
BRUSSELS
The green chili pepper was filled with every trend, she has become a Bud- ing Eddy and your grandmother that
$275
MADRID
chunks of beef, refried beans and lay- dhist. "Balance in life, sweetie. It's made it okay. It gave me somewhere
ers of cheese, then folded into a light the key. Ying and Yong, ping and to go ."
$298
ISTANBUL
We see painful battles between
pastry she I I and covered with more pong ."
BOGOTA .
$149
Edina's friend from girlhood, Patsy Edina and the studious Saffron over
cheese. Alongside were refried beans
SAN JOSE C.R. $129
and Spanish-Mexican-American rice. (Joanna Lumley) is an aging Barbie Edina's drinking.
After Saffy makes coffee for
TOKYO
$J99
There was so much cheese on my doll. Depending on which publisher
Fares are t"ach way bil5Cd on a round
plate, I thought I was having fondue. she has slept with that week, Patsy Edina's hangover, Edina snaps, "Don't
trip purchase from Miami. Student or
I liked the refried beans though, and decides what goe~ into fashion maga- pull that face with me. I won't drink
Faculty ID may be required. Restrictiom;
apply .'taxes &surcharges not included.
the rice was better than most I've tried zines: "With a snap of my fingers, I a cup of your anger."
Fares subject to change.
Edina: (in the hospital for minor'
in Chili's and Garcias. The kernels can raise hemline~ so high that the
FREE "Sltulenl Tr11t1els 11
world is your gynecologist.II
surgery) Darling, you won't be here
were distinct and almost crunchy.
magazine!
· At times they take to the road. On when I come to?
The tamale was a lightly seasoned
a
fashion
shoot in Marrakech, Patsy
Saffy: No, for the first time in my
combination of ground meat and peppers, then rolled in a coating of corn- sells Edina's teenage daughter Saffron life.
In Edina and her own, gently outmeal dough, wrapped in corn husks ·(Julia Sawalha) to a white slave trader
.and steamed. I would have preferred ("she ~ she wanted to experience of-it mother (June Whitfield), we see
ONE 0ATRAN CTII.., #32Q,.
.
well · the local culture"). While flying to a the abyss lfotween the Woodstock and .
shreds of meat in the tamale
9100 S. 0Al)WM) Bl.VD, Mwa. FL m56 .
as in the burrito and the taco, but the ·. business appointment in the French Lawrence Welk generations. During
countryside, Edina and Patsy resolve
·
· · ~

"Absolutely Fabulous" Entirely Contemporary

Mejico Grande
Americanized

Mexican Cuisine
Delights the Senses

as

(305)

670-9261

See MEXICAN on the facing page...

See "FABULOUS" on the fa cing page.;.
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"Fabulous" Delivers Slapstick, British Humor
.. .continued from facing page

a flashback sequence, her mother
asks her, "What concert was it you
went to last night, dear? The Beatles?
The Stones? The Rolling Who? Is
that cider I smell on your breath?"
Among the three generations, the
power struggle crackles .
Gran to Saffy: You study and
you're conscientious, Saffron. Not at
all like your mother·! Your mother
spent her youth lightingjoss sticks and
sitting on a bean bag with a largelipped youth suctioned t<_;> her face.
Ed ina: Saffy, darting, come away
from that old woman!
· The flexible writing of Saunders
ranges from stand-up zingers to longer
portraits of women afraid to grow up
and grow o ld. When Edina turns 40,
Saffy wants to give her a fam ily party .
Twice divorced, Edina whines : "Fami ly? We aren't the bloody Wal'tons,
are we?'I
Later, Edina's se lf-pity grows:
"Sweetie, at 35 I hit an oil slick and
I've been skidding toward obl ivion
ever since. One day you'll come
home and find me a dried up wad of
gum on the floor."
Saunders is not afraid to give her
characters speeches. Edina and Patsy
escape the dull party and get stbned
up in the bathroom: "My God, Pats,
my life is mostly lived. A child .and
two ex-husbands downstairs, and I
don't know how I got them or if I really want them. I just want to be
home, with my record player and
posters, wear no make-up without
frightening people.
"I went to a party last week, Pats.
I was so gorgeous, so cool, darling,
fl.irting wildly. I was Kathleen Turner,
Marisa Berenson, everybody. Then I
come home, look in, the mirror, I'm
totally annihilated. My hair's parted
itself in the middle, gone all flat.
There's food in it. Lipstick gone, eyes
like pinholes, I look like a two-hundred year old red Indian dwarf!"
Most American sitcoms with
strong women characters emphasize
verbal comedy ·("Roseanne," "Seinfeld," "Mad About You," "Grace Under Fire," "Home Improvement").
Th is is the first show we've seen in a
long time, maybe not since "~arol
Burnett," w ith women do ing creative
·
slapstick .
A mini-skirted Patsy tries to dismount from the back of a Harley.
Edina dives onto an airport luggage

carousel. As a result of their champagne guzzling, the 'two ladies are
poured out of cars, flop onto the feet
of stern-faced bobbies, and disappear
into new ly dug graves. (Don't ask ... )
No doubt this show is not everyone's cuppa. As with "A Fish Called

•Pentium Ready
•4Mb 60 ons Memory
•345Mb MAXTOR Hard Drive
•VLB Controller
•2 Ser, 1 Par, 1 Game Port
• 1 .44 Floppy Drive
• 1 Mb ~enoa VLB SVGA Cont.
•Mini-Tower Case
•Enhan~ed 101 Keyboard
•Mouse w /Pad
•DOS 6.22
•Windows 3.11
•PFS Works For Windows
•Surge Strip

$999

Page 5

Wanda," the humor may seem cutting to American sensibilities used to
easy dramatic resolutions.
The British accents often lead to
that mouthful~of~mashed-potatoes deIivery. But this show portrays in a
freshly literate way the resilience of
mother-daughter relationships despite
long-stand ing hurts.
Patsy says, recounting her mo-

.28 NI $275
.28 NI $399
•17" .26 NI $699

IIITAC
.28
.28
.28
.28

IN
NI
NI
NI

ther's death, "We fought with locked
sh ields, never drawn swords."
"Absolutely Fabulous" lives up to
its name. Watch it. •

•Pentium Ready
•8Mb 60 ons Memory
•420Mb MAXTOR Hard Drive
•VLB Controller
•2 Ser, 1 Par, 1 Game Port .
• 1.44 Floppy Drive
•1 Mb Genoa VLB SVGA Cont.
•Mini-Tower Case
•Enhanced 101 Keyboard
•Mouse w /Pad
•DOS 6.22
•Windows 3.11
•PFS Works For Windows
•Surge Strip

$1,341

Multlmedla Svstems
$1.149
D1ubleS111dCDRllr'
-s=t.419
·$1,249 With s,und Blater Pre & Speakers S1,649
$1.299 . Sound Blnter Discoverv 16 Kit 5 1,699
. $1,349 · ·
GameBlaster1&1"d · $1,149
$1,549
·sound Blaster Office
$1.949
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Poetry by ·C andace Keh(
~~Distance,,
"Eyes Are Not
·Yet Dry"

"Chocolate Chip
Cookies and a
Pack of Cigarettes"
by Erin Coovert
A soft layer of smoke blanketed
the dark club. I glanced around
searching for a familiar face. Not one
vibrating body appeared to be someone I knew until I spotted a boy standing with his back perched against the
bar.
I approached him apprehensively,
still uncertain if I definitely rec_ognized
him. Normally I would not have had
the nerve to confront someone I did
not know but this night was different.
I spoke with enthusiasm and surprise, claiming that it had been a long
time since I had seen him last. He
projected a puzzled -look and in an
understanding tone he replied that we
had never met before.
Out of embarrassment I quickly
apologized for the mishap, introduced
myself and walked away. That was
the first night that I met Keith.
When Keith and I first became
friends, I was a senior in high school.
We met in late December at a now
obsolete club. We did not speak
much after our initial meeting. In fact
I thought I would probably never see
him again.
The next day I ventured to the
beach with a couple of friends. After
picking up my friend, Jeannette, and
her friend, Herombie, we were on- our
way.
The trip to the beach had been a
familiar one, but today we turned off
the normal route to pick up one of
Herombie's friends.
We traveled down a tortuous dirt
road plagued with bumps and craters.
At the end of the path stood a shabby
duplex that was poorly maintained.
After the car horn beeped twice the
door to the apartment swung open.
A lanky boy exited the abode and
· plodded his Way to the car. His face
was hidden from view behind a tall:
surfboard but occasionally apiece of
red hair peeked out from behind the

board. Not until the person reached
the car did I realize that it was Keith.
I learned many things that day
about my new acquaintance. Keith
Miles, distance,
Mathews was on the run. I was plenty
Kilometers,
distance,
shocked when I learned of this.
Across seas, oceans, and continents.
My first instinct was to question
- Icalled you "Best friend"
Your grey eyes burn my face.
whether he was involved in criminal
I close my eyes .
Why did Ido that/
activities. We sat basking in the warm
You, my tear, your cheeks,
Was Idelirious, or just...no Iwasn1t.
sun, much like snakes, talking about
Your mouth, tasting my tear, ·
Ithought ol us.
You touch my face, my heart
our situations.
You
touch
my
hand,
my
heart
For weeks Keith had been living
You and I
You touch my soul, with friends, trying to escape from his
Us.
My distance.
parents and the rigorous drug rehaBest friends/
bilitation program they had placed
Till the end/
him in. Beyond that, he was eluding
the hardships that he was forced to
When, Why, and How/
endure, more than any "typical" teenHeart, what Heart/
Asoft breeze from between your lips.
ager.
Asound that caresses my ears.
Oh my heart, it's cracked,
I feel partially responsible for
Words, not spoken, dreams, all broken.
Only your words might fix it back.
Keith's ultimate demise, but I look
You "sigh."
back on the situation now and realMy eyes are not yet d~
ize that it was the best thing that hap-Crashing
Iknow you see the tear It~ to hide.
pened to him.
-Cracking
Will we work things out, and who will step brward first/
During the week before winter
-Creaking,
vacation, I decided to skip a day of
Me/
asmall jewelry box opens,
school and go with my sister to Ft.
Itried more than once, you hurt me with your coldness.
atune flows from inside.
Lauderdale and begjn purchasing
Ilook in the mirror and Idon't recognize the face Isee. It sent achill down my spine and an icy tear down my cheek.
some gifts for the holidays.
That same tear still caresses my cheek,
It's me, the real me that hides from the hurt and pain.
I was certain that Keith would
have nothing planned, so I asked him
I"sigh."
my eyes are not yet d~.
to come along with us. Sure enough
he accepted. We spent the entire day
at the mall having a splendid time.
On the way home an ironic experience occurred. The car next to
us on the freeway Was one that Keith
had seen before. It was the mother
of his best friend in rehabilitation. He
wave to her only out of courtesy and
slowly began to slump down in· his
bucket seat.
It was a matter of days before he
was forced to go home. His father
went into the same club where Keith
Let that special _someone know how
and I first met and dragged him home.
It has always struck me in an odd
~ much you miss them at Christmas. -For a small .,,.,way that he never let on to his wheredonation to benefit WNSU you can make a
~
abouts while he was so close to home,
~ · Holiday Video-Gram to send your holiday tidings•,..,,.,but that he was sighted . in another
~
miles away. We will provide the scenery and
town, far from _home,
background music. Video taping appointments
It was a cold and lonely_holiday
for him. While his friends were re- ~
must be made no later than December 10.
~
ceiving gifts from their parents, Keith
~ - It's the best way to stay close to home _and be miles away.t,,,,received nothing except the batch of
.~
Call today to make your
chocolate chip cookies I baked him
Holiday -Video-Gram Appointment 475-7676!
and a pack of cigarettes from his other
friend. He only remained with his
family ·for abo1,1t a month before he
The Entire WNSU Family would like
moved out.
~
~
A gracious family of six has ac-.Happg and Safe Holidag ~eason! ·
cepted Keith into theidamily on the
condition that he attends school.
Keith will graduate next year. •

''Sigh''
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~~Tor'Yl..,,

''Terrorism'' · The

Ira/~1~~t t~~ wm~1 ar~~ t~~ar~.

STOP!

1

Look into my eyes
see my terror, my fear,
· you cause it all. .
I mustn't let you know,
you start it.

I~~tf r~~r room a~~~~~~~,~~ lt~~I.

l~~ ~a~~' all ~mwi~~1all ~r~a!~,~~1all t~~ rni~ lal i~~. It 1t~~.
~r Ir~ rrr 1ru irriratro'. I~Ii~~ a~~ a1i~~lr ~m~l~t lal 1.

STOP.!

I~,

a

~~w ~~ r~~ l~a~~ .~~~,~~I~ ~alilr j~l al r~~ ~a~r/
1
Itf~I~ ~~1 lm~~t IW~I j~lt (r~I~~, ~~t i~timi~atrol j~lt ~ila~~i~t~.
1
- Wf /rt 1~~~r fi1~ 1~m~l~ru ~~m~ ~~r1.
Wf l~t t~~m 1li~r ri~~!

~m! !~~ ~1~1, ~~~wi~~lr,

I~!~ l~a~ff !~~ ~la11, ~~I I~i~~ i ~~Ir ~~I l fat~~.

r,~~~ t~/1 m~ W~al I~a~~ ~00~.

Let me be
leave me alone
life, what life, alone.
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Mathematics

Gc:1rdE!11
Courtesy Matthew He
Playing with mathematical riddles
can be an intriguing and fun-filled
pastime. Puzzlists need only an elementary knowledge of math and a
will to resist looking up the answer
before trying to solve a problem .

1. Find the value of each letter.

STOP!
You punch, kick, stab, push,
yelling.
An ultimate result-you rule!
NO!

STOP!
I won't let it be like that
How do I change things?
Fight back?

u
C A N

DO
+ T HI S
1 0,4 4 0
.

r~1~1~falriffi~irn~t~afl~ar~t~~M1fl . t~f 1~11~/alri~~

Pain, anger, fris~~;tion, insecurity,

ror w~~m roo ~~ alwar, ~~ ~~r~.

TERROR!

1

Poems by CANDACE KEHL

Challenging
Numerical Puzzles
2

•

The American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII),
employed by most computers,
uses the last 7 positions of an 8bit byte to-represent all the char- ·
acters on a standard keyboard :·
How many different orderings of
O's ahd 1 's (or, how many different characters) can be made using the last 7 positions of an 8-bit
· byte?
·

(Answers will appear in the January 16th issue of The Knight.)

.

Donna Summer's.

alike. Behind her sultry, soulful
voice, Summer is accompanied by the
(Z}pl/,,t/A
c;1z./~,,t/r Nashville String Machine on tracks 1,
0/tJ vi/vln,
vv 2, and 8. Beautifully conducted by
. Ron Huff, this orchestra accentuates
by Errol Bodie
the singer's lovely, and very mature
vocals. Also featured are several talAs the holidays draw near, al- · ented choirs including the Heritage
ready a multitude of CD's are out on Children's Choir.
· . the market bound to help you enjoy
Donna Summer also shows her .
the season. One that every listener creativity by co-writing three songs
should have is Donna Summer's with producer Michael Omartian;
Christmas Spirit. Produced by "Christmas Is Here," the title track
Michael Omartian, this collection of ,;Christmas Spirit," both also co-writtraditional and newer interpretations ten by B. Sudano, and "lamb Of
. is a worthwile buy.
God" are destined to be hits.
Six of the ten titles featured on the
· Donna Summer has shown that
CD, including a medley of "What · she is a versatile performer, not letChild Is This," -.''Do You Hear What I ting the hype of her disco years damHear," and "Joy To The World," are age a possible resurgence by the
favorites enjoyed by qld and young world acclaimed singer. •

;rn/aj J/tv,

~

CE:NTE:R fOR HO~PIT~UTV ~~GE:M€NT

The ICPD

.....
Fol Seminar Series

October 31 • Demrnber 9, 1994
seminars will be presenled in fie or~ ol

• Food & Beverage Operations
• Strategic Advertising
• The Excellence Challenge

• Computer-Based Training

• Public Tourism & Cultural Events
• Tourism Education

Lt.aiers in ?lospitality and 'Tourism 'Dfucation
'lJac.liLfor's, '.Master's, 'Doctoral 'Dtfjrus

Call for more information
1-8()().390-4677
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WNSU

mendable ideals. During one of these
rad ical demonstrations, that Hubbel l
first notices Katie's persistence .
Eventually, a few more personal
encounters between the graduates
••Mlliililiilliilliill.liilliiltll• . leave a permanent impression for their
fateful r~union eight years later.
This time, the oppos ing values
take a back seat to God's greatest gift/
enemy, love. Gardiner's writing
prowess lands him a lucrative job as
GT'£? 0//
'o/:/ 0/1' ,.
a Hollywood screenwrit~r. Thus, the
outspoken Jewish princess finds herself living the American fairy tale as
the wife of a wealthy, popular Hollywood figure.
by Gus Bravo
But soon the contrasting values reMemo to all irisensiti've, se?(~ surface and create turbulence inside
driven, male chauvinistic pigs out' the happy marriage.
there : Looking for an inexpensive,
Thanks to his Hollywood ties,
yet efficient way of satisfy~ng those Gard iner finds himself at the crossfire
estranged sentiments sought after from of Governor McCarthy's infamous and
a feminist loved one? Well, . big ignorant communist accusations. His
spender, pull
----'-------conservativebethat rusted clip The film's theme song, "The Way liefs lead to his

92.9 cable FM

Nova Southeastern 's student-run radio station Disc Jockey play-lists for the
month of December, courtesy Brady
Decker, WNSU Program Manager.
If you'd like to become a DJ, contact Brady at (305) 475-7419 about avail. able DJ shifts and training arrangements.

Knight Video
Nostalgia
Yne /la~ . /ie' /Jere
A Romantic Classic
?

?

awaynom~ We Were", is sung by Streisand,
Washington's and undoubtedly elevates the
everfadinggreen movie into its classic label.

The. Editor's Listening List

1.

quiet, disorientation from the

Host of the Seraph im I Dead Can Dance
Burning Skies I Tones on Tail
Flood I / The Sisters of Mercy
It Can' t Rain All the Time I Jane Siberry (Crow Soundtrack)
H igher Love I Depeche Mode

Chad's Top Five

lu

~

c
developing d i - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~
2.
portrait and get
lemma.
~ w e l c o i n e s 43..
To the contrary, Katie does a perready to splurge some big bucks on a
feedback! Call 370-5670 and 5 .
movie rental along w ith the purchase sonal ity fl ashbac k and leaves her
let us !mow wlwt~<; 011 your mind! You can listen to Chad spin the cooles t vibes w ith Pete Agostinelli
Sunday nigh ts from 8 PM to midni2ht
Carol Brady lifestyle full-fl edged acof a tissue box .
Not to fear, cheapsk_ate, next tivism . By now the couple comes to
semester's tuition mo ney is not in the rea lization that the ir prob lems
29 YEARS OF
I
jeopardy, for th is will only cost you . were irreversible.
around five dollars. It is an investment ·.
Their oppos ing values no longe r
:
1f ~ CCESSFUL BUSINESS
that will surely pay d ividends in the hide behi nd their unq uestioned paslong ru n, if not immed iate ly follow- sion, and their d iffere nces eventual ly
Member of The Davie/Cooper
ing the movie. The movie is called · force a separation .
City Chamber of Commerce
"The Way We Were," avail able at any
The fil m's theme song, "The Way
one of Mr. Huizenga's- conveniently We Were", is sung by Streisand, and
located stores, and the tissues, in case undoubtedly elevates the movie into
you're wonder i ng, are preferably its class ic label. Director Sidney Pollack utilizes Streisand's harmonious
Puffs .
"The Way We Were," an Oscar . masterpiece as a foreshadow ing into
w inning romance, depicts the story noteworthy scenes. Thus, the aud iC01\.1PUTER & FUEL INJECTION SPECIALISTS
'of two opposite thinking individua.l s, · ence is able to identify exactly when
FREE Courtesy Ride Back To Nova Campus
who fi nd love as their only common .,, the Puffs tissues w ill be rendered useground. This 1973 classic k>Ve story, ful.
Licensed & Gerti ied
the State o Florida (AR0201)
I
I .,......;;....;.....;..;..;..;.;...;_;.;......,
directed by Sidney Pollack, reinforces
In add ition, Pollack aptly applies
the popular belief that sometimes love close-ups to sentimental moments,
isn't enough. Robert Redford plays which in turn allows the viewer to
the All-Amer ican hero as Hubel I witness first hand the masterful and
5 quarts of oil
sensuous acting talents of both leads.
Gardiner. ·
Gardiner is a brilliant college ath~ · Redford's serene calmness coincides
INCLUDES:
lete, who combines his excellence on perfectly with Streisand's spunk and
Pads or Shoes, Turn Rotors &
the athletic field with a conservative, at times, uncontrollable fervor.
Drums, Life Time Warranty
Includes Labor
Unlike most romantic films, "The
(Metallic Pads Extra)
popular intellect off the field. On the
Exp.2/28/95
With Ad.Nova
Most
Cars.
With
Ad.
Nova
other hand, Katie Morosky, portrayed Way We Were" lacks a true "hand me
by Barbra Streisand, ignites chaos that pillow please" love scene. Then
ASE CERTIFIEDaround the rustic campus thanks to again, to a generation brought up on
TECHNICIANS
her undaunted liberal point of view. Sharon Stone's orgasmic triumphs in Morosky is an untamed, unpopular "Basic Instinct," anything less than
IN DAVIE/COOPER CITY (Next to Grif's Western Wear)
activist who'd rather go against the handcuffs' and body oil is deemed a
SINCE 1968
Corner of Orange Dr. & 63rd Ave.
norm than compromise her ·com- serious (boring) romantic drama .

1.

Space R.ace I Billy Preston
Vegetable Man I The Pink Floyd
Granny Takes a Trip I The Purpl e Gang
Gator Road I Stampeders
Bird Rocker I Ventvres

0

r--------------------------,
791-9747

• AUTOMOTIVE CENTER•
__...,.....

FRONT BRAKES

s7999

SPECIAL

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1495

4453 S.W. 63 AVE., DAVIE

L-------~~---~-------------~
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DJ Listenine Lists
... continued from facing page

BE>II's ;;Flounder"
Grateful Dead I Skeletons from the Closet
Bob Marley I l egend
Violent Femmes./ Why do Bird's Sing?
Nirvana I In Utero
Bob Dylan I Greatest Hits

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Greg Brady's Top 5 Groovy Album List
1. · - Toadies I Rubberneck
2.
Various Artists I Woodstock '94
3.
Sponge I Rotting Pinata
4.
The Ex- Idols I Social Kill
5. ·
The Shadowlands / Set in Motion

You can listen to "Flounder;, Tuesdays from 8-10 PM .

Beth Jordan's Top Five
1.

Offspring I Self Esteem

2.

Stone Temple Pilots / Interstate Love Song

4.

3.
4.
5.

Alice in Chains / I Stay Away
REM I What' s the Frequency, Kenneth?
Prong I Snap your Fingers, Snap your Neck

5.

Jen's Top Five Ust
Pump It Up I Mudhoney
Girlfriend I The Jesus and Mary 0.aln
Zombie I The Cranberries
Love Is I King Missie
Cut I The Cure

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

You can listen to Jen Birchfield on Thursdays and Saturdays from 4-

6 PM .

Big Daddy Mitch's Top 5 Techno Hits

4.
5.

Cranberries I No Need to Argue
REM I Monster
Gigolo Aunts / Flippin ' Out
Blur I Parklife
Stone Temple Pilots / Purple

Listen to Jana on "Electricity ", Wednesdays from 10-noon.

Pure Tribal I Absurd
We Gonna Get I R.A.F.
Megabass Megamix I Moor1shine Music
Unity Megamix I Moonshine Music
Rough Sex I Lords of Acid

You can listen to Big Daddy Mitch's Techno and Freestyle Prowess
Friday evenings from 8-10 PM.

Pete Rose's List

Jana's Top Five
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fantastic Voyage I Coolio
Nuttin Bur Love I Heavy D
Seal I Seal
You Can See I Mourning Son
Black Hole Sun I Soundgarden

Scott Levy disc jockeys Saturdays from noon-2 PM.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5,

;;Reality
Check''
Poetry by Tracy Froebel

Scott Levy's List
1.
2.
3.

Page 9

Something I Can Never Have I Nine Inch Nails
Story I Mighty Purple
What's the Frequency, Kenneth? I R.E.M .
Bullet the Blue Sky I U2
Certain Slants of Springtime I Relish

You can hear Pete Rose every Monday from 6-8 PM .

Marty's New Age and Electronic Show

As Isit nere benind tnis desK,
Iwonder wnat exciting turns people's lives nave taKen as IworK benind tne walls ol tnis beige, bur-sto~ building.
Iwonder: "Is it overcast ou~ide!"
"How many cnildren nave brougnt weapons to scnool today1"
"How many senior citizens were robbed and beaten lor alew jewels and astasn of casn/1'
Tnen Ireturn no.me only to nave ·all my questions too nonestly answered on tne six o'clocK news.
WorK offers an escape, but arealicy cnecK as well.
I'd preler to be around wnen tne news lirst occurs.
However, reality is unreacnable from nine to live, Monday tnrougn triday.
During tnese nours Iam only aware ol my world, atempora~ existence oblivious to crime, violence, and hrecasK
But still, my mind continues to wander from general to specinc, from mild and surprising to norrinc and devastating.
tventually tne two "worlds" collide, pulling my tnougn~ in various directions until ...
Yes, reality is unreacnable from nine to live, Monday tnrougn triday.

Thoroughbred couldn't keep.
Bill Milano's vocals are raw and
.Theme: Voyager I Wavestar (Audion)
1.
Youthanasia I Megadeth
1.
Kokoro I Kitaro (Domo)
2.
low I Testament
clean, unlike Gary Meskil, lead singer
2.
Infinity I Synergy (laserlight)
3.
Divine Intervention I Slayer
3.
Voyage to the Stars I fl,rrey & Kingsley (Vanguard)
of the band Pro-Pain, who leans too
4.
Scratch the Surface I Sick of it All
4.
Lady Vine I Mars lasar (Real Music)
5.
Nativity in Black I Tribute to Black Sabbath
much to the death metal side of the
5.
Rhythm in the flews/ Ray Ly'."'h (Windham Hill & Music \%st)
vocal spectrum. Superior tracks inYou can listen to Marty on Sunday afte!noons from .2 to :ti PM.
Mark's Top 40's List
clude "Resist," "Rock Tonite," and the
December '63 (Oh What a Night) (Four Seasons
1.
Ask
Marty,
"The
Professor
of
Oldies"
by Dustin Goldfarb
title track, "D~volution".
Come Out and Play I The Offspring
2.
I'll Make Love To You I Boys II Men
3.
Are you looking lor that great old song and you are nor sure who I.he artist is?
With a perfect blend of rap and
Always I Bon Jovi
'
Submit your questions 10:
4.
It's You're Birthday I Luke
5.
MARTY THE PROFESSOR OF OLDIES
For
years,
the
New
York
hardcore
(Answers
will
appear
metal,
M.O.D constc;1.ntly pushes the
c/o THE KNIGHT NEWSPAPER
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
You can listen to mark Allen Mondays from 2·5 PM and Thursdays
in the following issue
scene
has
been
a
dark
and
artistic
meter
to
the limit. The only negative
3301 COLLEGE AVE
from 2·4 PM .
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33314-7796
of The Knight!)
musical landscape. Only recently aspect of this album is the lack of
have bands such as Biohazardr Pro-Pain, Sick of variety. After the first several songs,
it All, and Dog Eat Dog exploded into the main- the tracks sound repetitive. Even if
originality is not high on M .O.Drs list,
stream music charts .
With straight forward guitar riffs, pounding that fault can be overlooked, since the
snare and bass drum, and rap-like lyrics, hardcore music on "Devolution" is directly in .
music has given its share to the m'usic world.
your face and to the point.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
M.O .D., initials that stand for Method of
To hear new music from M.O.D.'s
in default, the Army might pay it off.
Destruction, is no exception to the rule. With new album, "Devolution", and the
their new LP, "Devolution", M.O .D. may finally best in today's hard rock, heavy
If you qualify, we11 reduce your debt by
· be set to punch their time <2ard into the hardcore metal, alternativ.e, and hardcore, lis~. up to a $55,000 limit for each year you
mainstream.
ten to "Dustin's Metalshop," Wednesserve as a soldier, so after just 3 years
From their monophonic introduction for the days from 6-8 PM and Sundays from
you'll have a clean slate.
anti-patriotic opening track, "Land of the Free", 8-10 PM, on Nova Southeastern's-stuYou'll also have training in a choice
to the pounding frenzy of the final song, dent-run radio station, WNSU 92. 9
of skills and enough self-assurance
"Unhuman Race", M.0 .D. keeps a pace even a cable FM.•

Dustin's Metal Shop, Top 5 Albums

Hardcore, Mainstream

Punch Cards·
M.O.D. Album Packs Punch

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAM.

to last you the rest of your life.

Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

The

--NOVA-r;su SOUTHEASTERN
U N
V E R S I T Y

Source Line /or lhe

305-594-8558

Sun-Sentinel

The Knight's

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE:

2328
2574
2750
3288

Pest Control
Moving Tips
Car Theft Hotline
Hialeah Horse Racing

4141
5420
7425
7865

Commuter Tips
Toronto Indices
Bible Verse
Kid Power Trivia

~AtEGORV: 2810

Broward (305) 523-5463
Palm Beach (407) 496-5463
Dade (305) 866-5463

~
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""Gale''
Poetry by Erin Coovert

''Nothing Shines"
Poetry by Beth Feldman

Disheartened by Her
unearthly tranquil lity the
trees didn't dance to Her
song.
She made no noises, save
that of a low whistle to an
unfamiliar, melodious tune.

When nothing shines,
A child sees darkness,

There are no smiles,
No wa rm hugs,
No sign of sunshine.
Waiting for a movement,
A hi ink of an eye,
A voice from w ithin.
Isolated from
friends, family
Normal society.
Surrounded by
Death and dying.
I wake each morning,
With a smile,
A happy thought,
A desire to make a difference .
I hold them close,
Tuck them in bed,
Rock them to sleep.
I give love,
I give companionship,
I give support.
This has changed me,
My person,
My values,
My entire existence.
I have won the lottery.
The lottery of life.
How lu cky I am.

"With Love, to My White
Female Friend on the Death·
· of Her Second Mother''
Poetry by Kelvin Vidale

Baby carried
By momma
Like it was a soft,
Tender thang.
Monima left.
She left this
Woman. White as ·she
Is. Strong as she
Is. Beautiful as she
Is . Still couldn't
'Magine why
Some foolish
Hag wouldn't give
Her some soft, white
Bosom before she
Slept. Now two
Sleep in peace
While the other
Lives momentary,
Insatiably bearable
Misery.

Soon the blinding streaks of
light came followed by
bellowing thunder.
A li ght sprinkle turned into a
gush of drops as Her tempo
picked up.
Her song suddenly jarring,
cacophonous; the fragile
limbs could barely keep the
beat,
As the tempest raged at
obnoxious rates.
Unexpectedly the harsh
booms and cracks sounded
no more; the precipitation
was down to a mere drizzle,
and She was breathless.

5 December 1994

New and Used
Fiction by Daniel lllman

The boy was hustled into the
room by a burly nurse.
"Twenty minutes," she growled.
"Twenty minutes, then out." She
made a gesture toward the door.
The old man was unrecogn izable
to the boy as he lay prone in his bed.
Tubes ran up both of his arms, and
his pale visage looked as cold as the
coming winter.
His dark gray eyes opened slowly,
painfully, and focused on the lad. A
bony, qu ivering finger emerged from
under his off-white sheet, and pointed
to a picture of a football player on a
dusty shelf.
The man received the ball at the
midfield line and ran across the grass
as if he were being chased by a cheetah.
Huffing and puffing, he was hit
at the thirty yard line, and shrugged
off the blow with his massive shoulders. Head down, he charged at his
final foe, toro versus matador. His
helmet hit the enemy square in the

chest, and with an effortless shove,
heaved the befuddled man to the turf.
Feinting deftly to the right, he
avoided a collisi on with another defender who had caught up with the
pack and casuall y loped into the end
zone. The crowd exploded. The
game was won. Might made right.
The o ld man's eyes were misty
when the sound of the passing train
knocked the picture off the wall. As
the boy went to retrieve the fallen
photograph, the old man began to
wheeze uncontrollably . Hands shaking, he picked up his medicine and
drank the nectar greedily. The boy
stopped dead in his tracks as the old
man started to whisper.
"They have taken it away. They
have taken away the one thing that
was precious to me. They have taken
away my ego."
He reached for the picture that the
boy now had in his possession, and
fell asleep. The boy shuffled out.
There was nothing to say . .
The young man took another solid
hit from the opponent, and kept on
running . Huffing and puffing, his
pursuers were finally gaining on him .
The old man smiled in his sleep .
Touchdown. • ·

Fair Lanes Davie ·
Presents
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LONDON
AMSTERDAM

$219
$205
FRANKFURT $199
BOGOTA
$149
PANAMA CITY. $149
·. SAN JOSE C.R. $155
HONG KONG
$417
TOKYO
$427

Fares are each way based on a round trip purchase from
Miami. Student or Faculty ID may be required. Taxes &
surcharges nQI. included. Fares subject to change

~udent 'Trav .
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NOVA UNIVERSITY
STUDENT .BU-CK NIGHT
EVERY SATURDAY
FROM MIDNITE 'TIL 2 AM
SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID &
FOR $1 RECEIVE:
1 GAME OF BOWLING OR
1 PAIR OF RENTAL SHOES OR
1 ·GLASS OF DRAFT BEER OR
- 1 SMALL SODA OR
1 HOT DOG
LOCATEDAT8200 W. STATE RD. 84
BETWEEN PINE ISLAND RD. & UNIVERSITY DR.

473-8822
Cm., #320,
9100 s. DADH.AND BLVD, Mwn, R 33156
ONE DATRAN

(305)

670-9261

JOIN US FOR ROCK-N-BOWL
ON FRIDAY NIGHTS FROM
MIDNIGHT TO 2 AM
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Campuslife Leader Profiles Best Bu.ddi~s
Courtesy Mikey Betesh
"The Faces of NSU" Offer True Friendships
Name: Frank J.
Majnerich Ill
Age: 24
Occupation: Acco unts Analyst in Student
Life
Drives (Car?):
'85 Dodge Charger
Favc>rite Pig Out Food: French Fries
Last Good Book I Read: Garfield's
Treasures Book 4
Wo.rst Advice'My Mother· Ever Gave
Me: "Frank, just fill in the
amount on this s igned, blank
check." "Whatever you need,
honey ."
People Who Knew Me In High
·School Thought: I would never
make it out of high schoo l.
If I Wasn't At Nova, I'd Be: Sailing
the Caribbean.
.My Fantasy Job Is: Doing boat charters aroµnd the world.
'Three Words That Describe Me:
Independent, funny, sarcastic.
Name: Juan Pablo
Correa
Age: 23.
Occupation: SLA
of International
Affa irs, President of N.I.S.A.
Drives (Car?):
Used to,· but it's broken down.
I'm looking for one. If anybody
knows about a car for sale, please
let me know.
Favorite Pig Out Food: Pepsi with
peanuts. Mmmm!
_
Last Good Book I Read: Men are
from Mars. Women are from Venus
Worst Advice My Mother Ever Gave
Me: She swore she would say
yes. Don't ask me who she is.
People Who Knew Me In High
School Thought: I would never
talk. When they knew me better, they thought I would never
stop talking.
If I Wasn't At Nova, 'd Be: ;at the
University of Costa Rica.
My fanlasy Job Is: President of Costa Rica
Three Words That Describe Me:
Friendly, caring, committed ...
also modest.

Name: Shaji _M.
by Michelle Macko and Ella Basic
Eapen
Macko, Treasurer: Amy Bucchino.
Age: 19 .
Ot her members include Juan
Everybody stand up and cheer,
Occu-patio11:
· Best Buddies is here. Best Budd ies is Pablo Correa, Stephanie George,
President,
a nonprofit vol- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------,
NCSGA
. unteer program
Drives (Car?):
which pairs colFord Tempo
lege students with
favorite Pig Out Food: Soft Batch
mentally disabled
Choco late Chip Cookies served people. Through
·
hot with a glass of cold mi lk.
these relationlast Good Book I Read: Reguired sh ips, the "budReading by Eugene McCarthy
d ies" learn the
Worst Advice My Mother Ive_r Gave
truf meaning of
Me: "Always tell me where you are!" friendship.
People Who Knew Me In H _igh
The only reSchool Thought: ... that I owned
quirement of beBest Buddi~; at NSU, with Ella Basic, Michelle Macko, Lisa Briggs,
' a chain of 7-11 'sand Farm stores. coming a buddy
N_as_re_n_e_Pa_te_l,_K_at--'hy_K_lo_c_kz_ie_m_,_an_d_A_m_y_B_u_cc_h_in_o._ _ ___,
· I( I Wasn't At Nova, I'd Be: Trying is whether you
to take over the Southland .and are capable of committing yourself to Jonathon Miodowski, Masahas TachiBlockbuster Corporations.
your buddy for one year.
ban, Kathy Klockziem, Christine
My Fant~ Job Is: Not to have a job
Best Buddies has been granted Svendsen, and Stacy Krakower. Dr.
bu't instead to be independently collegiate and national status at Nova Suzanne Ferriss has agreed to step in
wealthy and happy .
Southeastern. The following people as faculty advisor.
Three Words That Describe Me: have made this endeavor possible:
On behalf of the officers, we
Hard-working, optimistic, confident. President: Nasrene Patel, Program Co- would like to congratulate the new
ordinator: Lisa Briggs, Membership members, who surv ived the interCoordinators: Ella Basic and Michelle views and meetings . Good luck! •
Name: ·
L__ _ _ _

Stephanie
Castonguay
Age: None of
- your business!
Occupation: ,
Coord in a- "- ·
tor of Campus Programming for
Stud ent Life at NSU
Drives (Car?): '91 Isuzu Stylus
.
Favorite Pig Out Food: Nachos with.
the works
Last Good Book I Read: The
Client
Worst Advice My Mother Ever Gave
Me: My ·mom doesn't give bad
advice.
People Who Knew Me In High
School: Voted me the most fun
to be with.
If I Wasn't At Nova, I'd Be: Working in the Financial Aid Office at
the A.rt Institute of Fort Lauderdale, dying a slow death.
My Fantasy Job Is: Doing the same
thing, but in Alaska!
Three Words That Describe Me:
Thoughtfu I·, outrageous, and
guarded.
Photos Courtesy Mikey Betesh

Best Buddies' Firs

Group Outin
by Jonathan Miodowski
On Sunday October 30, the Best
Buddies chapter at N.S . U. ventured
out for its first official group outing to

the gathering was that we all got to
know our buddies better; I personally learned that I should not make
plans to take my buddy out when the
Dolphins are playing-my buddy
asked me if we cou ld leave the party
so he could listen to the game!
Additionally, I learned that people
with developmental disabilities can
get down and party just as much as

the University of Mi-'iiiiiiilniiiii:iiiiiiiiiiil any of us can.
am i.
11
The Best BLKilies
The occasion of
organ i z at ion
the trip was to eelwould also like
ebrate Halloween,
to take this opwhere college stuportunity to thank
dents from various
Mariquel Pinel
universities, and their
ardRardyGax:lrmn
buddies, came tofor their help with
gether.
our transportaThe participation
tion to and from
of students from the Jonathan Miodowski and his "Best Buddy."
U. M.
University of Miami,
•
However, this
Barry University and _N .S.U. helped wouldn't have been possible without
make this event a huge success. the commitment and dedicatiori of the
Plenty of food and great music added club's President, Nasrene Patel. •
to the party's success .
Photos courtesy Jonathan Miodowski
The most important outcome of
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While resting, his lips are relaxed into
elaborate folds, but when in flight he
spreads them like a megaphone that
beams its pulses forward (sort of like
Mick Jagger-sorry, Mick!).
Other bats include the cave bat,
the Eastern Pipistrel le that is no
heavier than a good-size moth, the
by Kathy Maxson
funnel-eared bat that sports a distinAlthough Halloween is now long guished mustache, and the Mexican
past, that favorite holiday of mine Freetail (which we have here in
brought to mind those harbingers of Florida).
ghoulishness, those alter egos of vamThe white-lined bat has an interesting habit of changing its harem of
pire.s-bats!
Bats are much maligned little nine females daily. Fickle feHow!
mammals. Some of them are exAlthough most bats are fruit or
tremely ugly, and the notorious vam- bug eaters, the fishing bat eats, you
pire bat is one of these. He has a guessed it, fish! This bat has sharp
teeth it uses to crunch up the fish into
pushed-in snout and
fang-like canine teeth .
pieces which are stored in cheek
does, indeed, drink
pouches for later.
blood (mostly from
Another bat, larger than its insect
cattle) but takes only
or fruit eating relatives, is the false
about 'One tablevampire, which feeds on sleeping
spoonfu I a day.
lizards, birds, rodents, tree frogs,
I don't know "·:J-...,.............:.
and even
what kind of bat
other bats.
ThespearDracula turned into, but
nosed bat
it wasn't a vampire bat,
also eats
as there aren't any in
other bats. I wouldn't want to
Transylvania. This tiny
be hanging out in a cave with
blood sucker lives in the
these guys!
tropics of.the New World.
There are about 900 speIt can, however,
walk like an ape, or
cies of bats in the world; they
jump like a frog, and
are the Earth's only flying
stalks its prey on foot.
mammal, and not all of them
are ugly.
Have no fear, though,
it rarely attacks humans.
My favorite is the epauletted
They actually are quite
bat, also known as the flying
docile and domesticate
fox. This adorable creature
quickly. Feeding them
looks like a tiny puppy with its
can be a bit of a prob._....,_...,. big brown eyes and dog-like
lem, however. "Here
snout. One species is the bigRover, nice doggy. It's
gest of bats and has a wingdinner time for your little
span of four to five feet. Ali
flying buddy!"
these bats, except the dog-faced bat,
The male African hammerhead lack sonar, but their large, round eyes
bat is another ugly fellow with a are ten times as sensitive as those of
schnoz to put Jimmy Durante to humans.
shame. The hippo-like muzzle gives
Unfortunately, nearly 200 species
resonance to honks produced from a of flying fox face a double threat.
gigantic larynx, and he uses it to an- Considered a delicacy, they are benounce his availability and location ing overharvested for human conto females . Go get him girls! -.
sumption, and they are being deThe hammerhead is one of a small stroyed as fruit-eating pests.
group of bats that uses sight, rather
Some countries have begun massive eradication campaigns, and
than echolocation to navigate by.
I'm sure they fashioned the crea- population reductions of more than
tures in the movie, Gremlins, after the 90 percent have been recorded in
Western big-eared bat. Its ears are Southeast Asia, the South Pacific, and
almost as long as its b0dy, and even Australia .. Some species are already
its face is gremlin like.
extinct. Even here, 40 percent of
And lips-you want lips? You American bat species are threatened
should see the leaf-chinned bat. or endangered.

Opinion

"For the Love ofBats"

5 December 1994

The Knight Newspaper
Despite the fact that fruit-eating
bats are many times blamed for destroying crops, they are actually vital
to the regeneration of forests. They
play a crucial role in plant reproduction, spreading seeds and pollinating
countless species.
Fruit trees that grow in the wild,
such as banana, d_ates, mangoes, and
figs all rely on these bats for propagation. Decimation of these creatures
could have a devastating effect on the
tropical ecosystems in the world.
Here in Florida, along with the
Mexican Freetail, we have the little
brown bat and fourteen other species.
I'll bet you didn't know that our little
brown bat can catch 600 mosquitoes
in just one hour.
The largest bat in Florida is the
mastiff and is considered a threatened
species. It lives mostly in the southeastern part of the State, but has been
seen only on rare occasions. It is
feared that Hurricane Andrew may
have had a devastating effect on its
habitat.
Two more of Florida's bats are
considered endangered, the Indiana
bat and the long-eared bat. It seems
the list of Florida's wildlife that is endangered is getting longer and longer!

If you found any of this information intriguing and would like to build
your own bat heuse, would like to
get involved in their conservation, or
would just like more information on
bats, you can contact:

Bat Conservation International
Post Office Box 162603
Austin, TX 78716
(512) 327-9721
(They have a neat catalog with
bat jewelry and posters.)
According to the Bat Conservation people, there is also a publication put out by the Florida Game and
Freshwater Fish Commission called
Skimmer. In it, Jeff Gore has written
several articles on bats. There is even
a section in it for children.

Sources:
M.D. Tuttle, (1986). National Geographic, Vol. 169(4), April 1986,
pp. 549-558.
A. Novick, (1973). National Geographic, Vol. 143(5), May 1973,
pp. 615-637.
Bat Conservation International, Austin, TX.

NSU Career Resource Center
Presents:
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Disk Resume is a comPuterized student
resume/job oPenins matchins system.
Disk Resume Offers •••
• Direct access to current job oPeninss bY comPuter
' • Quick searches for onlY the jobs YOU qualify for
• Reaistration with CRC electronicalb1
• Life-Iona electronic file with CRC
• No PaPer reaistration forms to fill out
• Several resume layout OPtions
• Built-in resume sPell checker
·• Forwardimi! of Your resume to emPloyers

ONLY SJO

. for NSU reaistered students
$1 O is onlY a fraction of the cost of job searchimi!

without DISK RESUME!!

,

$ 1o = unlimited resume referr~lsl

OTHERWISE 40 MAILINGS =$5.00 for so resume and cover letter PaPer
$5.00 for 40 envelopes
$ 12.50 for Postaae
PLUS...

searchina for job oPeninas
lone disatance Phone charses
findina access to laser Printinll

Available at the career Rescxrce Center. starfinl! in Januan,.
call f305J4l5-l504 or stOP m, the Center on the first floor of the
Horvitz Administration BuildiOJ!.
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Opinion University and SCIS
Policies Dictated by
Law School: Sound Reasoning
Do You Really
·
Want to Go?

by Gerard Rose, Esq.
Law -school, what is it good for?
Absolutely nothing. Well, not really.
The way I see it, law schools builds
character first, and the study of law is
secondary.
Law school teaches you how to
think intelligently. -It is not enough
to know the law. You have to analyze it and apply it to many different
situations. The Professors don't teach
the law. The students teach each
' other the law.
There is this wonderful method
called the Socratic method that professors use to teach. They ask the
questions and you answer them. If
you get it wrong, they ask someone
else, but it will come back to you in
the end, and you have to explain what
you now understand.
This method really makes fools
out of the people who think they
know it all. These people stick to their
original answer even after it is proven
wrong. Needless to say, these people
are not respected by the rest of the ·
class. These people haven't learned
to think.
Work load, WOW! For every
class there is always reading to do,
but reading is not all there. Notes on
- the reading and briefing the cases
come next. Ten pages to read should
take at most fifteen minutes, or at least
you would think so.
Wrong! It takes about one and a
half hours. Each case has to be
· .briefed (condensed into its basic elements and made to fit on a page) and
the rest of the writing has to be written down and defined. This is long
and hard work. There really are no
short cuts, at least not in the first year.
Hard work, long hours, and
changing your way of thinking,- is
it all worth it? The answer is up to
you. Is it all work? The answer is
definitely "no." If you plan ahead,
there can be free time to do whatever
you want to do.
Anythin,g is possib°le, just plan
.your time wisely. One thing I can
say: "Law is definitely different." •

DearEditor,
After -reading Bill Ryder's article
("Learning From the College Experience," 26 Sept 94), I felt an obligation to respond to the charges leveled against NSU. I hope that my
viewpoint will be as prominently presented as Mr. Ryder's.
Among the rambling thoughts
expressed by Mr. Ryder are the feelings of betrayal, frustration and disappointment. He felt betrayed by
Nova's advisors, who promised a
young Bill Ryder that the institution
was a "growing school," with a faculty of "knowledgeable professors,"
and "complete sports facilities."
Bill feels that some details were
intentionally left out of the sales pitch,
merely to deceive a gullible, naive
first year student seeking a "true university experience." Let us examine
the facts, not the fantasies.
· First, the school IS growing. The
enrollment has obviously increased,
not because of a siren's call to foolish, unsuspecting young people traversing the Florida Turnpike.
It is because of programs that
answer the needs of tomorrow's leaders in business, education, government and a multitude of society's
endeavors.
My wife earned her Nova MBA
in 1986 and I earned my doctorate
- at Nova in 1988. We have noticed
the tremendous advances in programs, facilities and social aspects of
student -life at NS U.
The name change alone suggests
the vision and success of the school's
administrators and alumni.
Then there is the merger with a
medical school and school of pharmacy, not to mention the new law
school facilities on the main campus.
So what is Bill's complaint? Let
us investigate.
Mr. Ryder is upset that NSU
aborted his chosen major before he
really had a chance to pursue it. I
personally do not know why the computer engineering major was eliminated within two semesters of Mr.
Ryder's arrival at NSU.
Perhaps lack of enrollment had
~omething to. do with it, making it a

5 December 1 994

costly program that benefited rela·
tively few students.
Perhaps those in the field were
aware that the degree was riot really
what businesses wanted in their new·
recruits. · NSU had the foresight to
provide a more marketable and usefu I program.
It is not just private institutions,
such as NSU, that have applied costbenefit analysis to their offered degrees. Large state schools, which face
· budget constraints of valued tax dollars, have taken similar action.
The lack of communication, allegedly one-sided against NSU, certainly
is not a proud moment. If Mr. Ryder
could not get his desired major here,
surely he could have sought the degree elsewhere. NSU certainly does
not sell itself as the cost leader in the
market, so cheaper tuition probably
.wasn't the driving force keeping Mr.
Ryder in South Florida.
Unlike the "pre-democratic Russia" analogy of Mr. Ryder's article,
nobody stood at NSU's perimeter with
an AK-47 forbidding him to leave.
Then again; i t ~ getting cold back
~n Pennsylvania.
Mr. Ryder complains of having to
sit in four-hour evening classes. He

should be thankful that the University attempts to provide the courses
to allow students to graduate on time.
Some schools (e.g., the Florida public universities) have virtually mandated summer school attendance.
Others have instituted the equivalency of a lottery for limited class seats
in required courses, and have all but
guaranteed a minimum of five years
(not four) to graduate in the typical
baccalaureate program.
Other complaints from Mr. Ryder
address the locked doors of a dormitory after 9 p.m. Poor Mr. Ryder has
to walk ALL THE WAY AROUND to
the front.
Perhaps he isn't concerned with
security issues, which sometimes infringe on public liberties and conveniences. True, a lit walkway would be nice, .but until Mr. Ryder verifies
the budget, I suggest he stop crying.
He also complains about the meal
plan. I'm not sure if Mr. Ryder ever
had to Iive on. a food budget for an
extended time.
I have t\.YO sons in college, and
the older one is now in an apartment
on his own. A semester costing
See NSU on page 19 ...
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·The Abasement
Industries of
South Florida
by Andrea Leeds
Out-of-towners flock to South
Florida during the holiday season.
Floridians thus find the need for entertainment.
Unfortunately, some of South
Florida's most popular attractions involve animal abuse. Since the cruelty to animals is not obvious, thousands of people pay money to support these abusement industries.
There is something seriously
wrong when a society can't find ways
to entertain itself without animals . If
you find yourself at any of the following attractions, just be aware you are
directly supporting cruelty.
1. Marine parks/aquariums: Dolphins and orcas are prisoners in such
establishments . While the animals
may look well cared for, capti_vity nevertheless equals cruelty. _
These animals suffer serious ill-

nesses and their lifespans are significantly reduced. The required tank
for a dolphin is. only 24 x 24 x 6 ft, ·
even though those that enjoy freedom
swim an average of 70 miles per day.
Clorinated tanks sometimes lead to
bli ndness and skin problems.
Imagine being locked in a closet
for five years (or more) with an atmosphere that is livable, but extremely
detrimental both physically and mentally.
2. Rodeos: To put on a llgood
show," animals are subjected to de.vices, such as the bucking strap. The
strap is fastened -around the abdomen
and the belt pinches the groin and
genitals; the pain is what causes the
animals to buck.
Roping causes such severe injuries to calves that they can only be
used for one performance. The rodeo cowboys may also get hurt, but
they are participating willingly and
getting paid to do so. 3. Racetracks: While the greyhounds' plight has been recognized,
the plight of racetrack horses has not.
Many horses are continually fed drugs
to mask their injuries so they continue
to race, often causing lameness.
"Losers" are not permitted to re-

HEY NOVA!!!
Do

YOU WANT A

SPRING

BREAK

TO REMEMBER?

SKI THE ALPS
4. -11. 1995

MARCH

ONLY

999 .--

$

7 days/
6 nights

1

HERE S WHAT YOU GET:
-ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT MIAMI/ MUNICH, ROUND-TRIP GROUND TRANSPORTATION
MUNICH/SALZBURG, HOTEL INCLUDING BREAKFAS.T AND DINNER, SHUTTLE TO
DIFFERENT SKI AREAS, ENGLISH SPEAKING SKI G~IOE

C~l NCMI: (305) 926-6646
. - HAPPY ~ANDINGS TOURS

·

· Prices ore per person. double occuponc:y, based on specific day of departure,
flights, 11mes, and avolloblltty.Flo. soles tax and $ 5 airport fee not Included.
Cancello11on/change of Itinerary penalties and other restrtc..11onsl condtttons aply.
·
Flo. Seller of Travel Re . No.: 21839.
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tire; more likely, they are sold to dog
food companies . Greyhounds' fates '
are not much better. Only 30% born hit the track. Only a smal.l percentage are adopted; thousands are killed
or .even worse, sold to laboratories.
Is that the thanks dogs get for being
man's best friend?
4. The Swap Shop: Have you
seen this compound lately? With all
the amusement rides for kids, who has
by Gerald Harper
time to shop? A flea market is for
shopping; entertainment for children
In my first week as a student at
is a great idea, but a circus two .to
Nova Southeastern, I met two unique
three times a day, seven days a week
individuals from Japan.
is blatant animal abuse.
I met Masa Takabana, a hardCircuses are notorious for the cruworking, focused, and fun loving
elty involved in training wild animals.
individual.I also met Ayako (lya)
The methods used to force these aniSakaue, an attractive, high geared,
mals into performing unnatural acts
sociable student, and a great kidder .
range from whips to electric prods.
There is no doubt that other NSU stuThe recent deaths of elephant
dents would enjoy their company, as
trainers around the country prove that
I did.
no matter how "tame" these animals '
Masa, 22, got here about a week
appear, they are still wild creatures.
before the start of this semester after
If the animals attack the hands that
leaving Waseda University near Tofeed them, imagine what could hapkyo. In order for him to make it into
pen to an arena filled with children!
Nova University, Masa worked his
5. Carnivals: These fundraisers
keister off as a waiter and laborer
normally are okay to patronize unwhile still attending Waseda.
less the proprietors award live animals
The Takabana goal is to be either
as prizes. I spoke to a woman who
in banking or in the exciting field of
was attempting to win a rabbit for her
advertising. Although Masa has studchild.
ied as much as ten hours per day in
I told her to go to the Wildlife Care
the past, he is now content doing only
Center to adopt a bunny and save a
35 hours p~r week to reach his goal.
life. Her reply was that she didn't
Most of this is done at the Parker
really want a bunny.
Building's Einstein Library, but some
When I asked her what she would
takes place at Goodwin Hall, where
do with the bunny if she won it, she
he now resides.
replied "Oh, I haven't thought of
There's more to Masa's life than
that. II
his class work, however. During his
Stuffed animals and the like are
free time, Masa likes baseball (a childthe only prizes people can readily
hood pastime), the beach, and my
care for .
favorite activity-fishing! ·
I do not believe such establishMasa likes American television,
ments as SeaWorld are educational
especially when there are American
for children. Viewing animals in capfemales on the screen . He has altivity. is not learning about animals'
ready discovered that United States'
true behaviors.
girls are glamourous. Even so, he's a
Circuses, except for the clown
bit scared like the rest of us-you
shows, only teach disrespect for an iknow?
mals. A bear balancing on a ball is
Ayako Sakaue is on a well-paved
stripped of its natural dignity.
road to becoming a translator at the
Instead of visiting such places, go
Olympics, soon to be held in Japan.
to museums. You can go to the park.,
Accustomed to climbing mountains
to the b~ach, to the movies, to non~
in her back yard, no doubt she'll be
animal sporting events.
able to do just as she plans. Who
If education is what you are afknows? Perhaps we'll enjoy her prester, the library will fulfill that purpose
ence on television when the internabest. Let children read about doltional battle of the sports begins! ·
phins, orcas, bears, or elephants in
Conversil'lg with lya involves lots
their natural environments. Do not .
of laughing and enthusiasm, since
let children think animals are for en- .
~
tertainment. •
See INTERNATIONAL on page 16'. ..

Opinion

"Internationally Nova"·
Takabana and Sakaue
Show NSU Spirit
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tal ignorance on Florida's tourism and
The fate of Florida's environment
agriculture.
should be addressed and weighed
Furthermore/ the intent of the ar- equally with all of Florida's governticle was to inform Sun-Sentinel read- mental issues. The environment
ers how our State's Senators' and Rep- should not be number one hundred
...continued from page 75
resentatives' lack of environmental and one on a list of Florida's "Top One
know-how has hindered Florida eco- Hundred Things To Accomplish ."
positive energy oozes from her pernomically. According to the tone of
The apathetic position which sonality. One cannot ·help but feel
the newspaper article, the article was Florida's state and local governments affected by it, and I believe any stunot meant to foster a sense of politi- have taken in past years has contrib- dent would find lya a beneficial incal direction for our state officials nor uted to the extinction and endanger- fluence.
by Tracy Froebel
As for lya being a great -kidder,
to stimulate a sense of self-awareness ment of numerous plant and animal
for the officials regarding Florida's species throughout Florida. This atti- let's just say I thought I was going to
While browsing through the Sep- environment. Instead, the tone of the tude has also permitted the develop- be forced to carry my fish bait (squid)
tember 22 Sun-Sentinel, I came across artide stressed the importance of only • ment of. Everglades land for housing in my pocket when she, Masci, and I
a small article titled "124 legislators the wealth-producing purpose of the developments, and theme parks.
went fishing. She told me she was
fail environment 'test' : group grades , environment as opposed to the imState government officials need to teasing-she wouldn't really eat the
Howard Forman best with 'C'." I portance of environmental preserva- begin espousing and practicing con- bait! Or would she?
became infuriated and troubled when tion in general within this state .
servation and preservation, or FloriThese two students, Mas a and lya,
I read the third paragraph, which
If our elected representatives lack da's natural environment will not ex- a Ion If way from home, found somestated, " ...Florida's tourism and agri- this knowledge regarding the environ- ist to sustain the state's tourism and thing in common, a language, and
culture economy depend on the con- ment we can dare to imagine, (and if agricultural demands.
became friends. As time passed, shardition of the environment."
we do we'll _be repu.lsed by the
If Florida House and Senate mem- ing ' .niany personal successes, the
This was the reason for the presi- thought), the scarce environmental · bers are not concerned and curious couple required more.
dent of the Flor_ida League of Conser- legislation that will be introduced or ·to learn about the environmental
Masa and lya are still friends, · but
vation Voters, Mo Rigante's, "omi- passed by a group with a deficient, "perks" Florida has to offer and which each has split toward their own dinous" outlook on the lack of environ- uninformed, and unconcerned atti- require state assistance whh preser- rection in life. They spend less time
m enta I knowledge members of tude towards the environment.
vation, then both industry and cor- together than at the beginning of SepFlorida's House of Representatives
lf the results of the "test" are cor- porations will be permitted to eradi- tember, when it was hard to find the
and Senate have.
rect, the test is an accurate reflection cate the significant and much-needed · two of them apart. So whether you
Though the environment plays a of the priority the environment has animal and plant species throughout meet one or both, you'll be in feldetrimental role in the agricultural been given by our state government the state. •
lowship with the remarkable. •
production of Florida's orange groves· officials. This indicates of where the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and spring water production, eco- environment ranks on the hierarchy I
nomics should not be the reason of governmental issues and concerns.
In the September issue of SmithFlorida's senators and representatives
should educate themselves on envi- sonian magazine, an article written
by Don Stap entitl_ed "Along a ridge
ronmental issues.
State legislators should strive to in Florida, an ecological house built
preserve not only the environment, on sand," Stap speaks of his trip
but that of the surrounding 49 states through the Archbold Biological Stabecause the environment is critical to tion in Lake Placid, Florida, which is
the survival of hundreds of animal and home to Florida scrub thought to be
plant species, and human beings as nearly two million years old.
The scrub houses various plant
well.
Such an "economic ploy" should and animal species which had benot be utilized to .upset citizens who come threatened by citrus growers.
(Next to Scandinavian · The Slwppe• of Rolling Hilla) .
have read the article solely on the Tbe growers attempted to bulldoze
basis of the economic issue involved. the tract of land which they owned.
4599 N. University Dr. ~ Lauderhill
The environment shouldn't be viewed They were unsuccessful, thanks to
(Sunvillage Plaza · South of 50th St.)
only in terms of its monetary value persuasion from the director of the
because the Earth's ferti Iity .and worth Archbold Station.
OPEN FOR LUNCH Monday thru Sunday
HOlJRS:
If members of the House and Senextends far beyond mere economics.
Sat. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. Friday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Rigante, as I concluded from the ate do not demonstrate strong suptone .of the article, was not outraged port for .such matters, then how will
by the fact that Florida senators and legislation be introduced and hopeI
House members lacked this informa- fully passed? Those individuals which
tion and as a result would not be able have political clout and influence are
to prevent the further endangerment not willing to apply it to enforce the
I 1 O deliciously seasoned Chicken Wings, Celery,
I
or extinction of animal and plant spe- already existing environmental poliBleu Cheese Dressing & Spicy Howie Sticks.
I
' employ their political
cies throughout Florida, or to assist cies. W ill they
power
to
propose
and assist in passin preserving wooded land from de-;
I
velopment by Fortune 500 corpora- ing new laws which would be benI
with 1 Topping I
tions. Rather, Rigante was disturbed eficial to the preservation of the enviabout the impact of this environmen- ronment which surrounds us?

International Students
Remarkable

Opinion

"E" Should. Stand

for the Environment,
Not economics

NOW 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

"WeDeliver"-472-6202 · Davie
2853 S. University Dr.
572-6807

~------------v---~--------,
1Howie Wings• STUDENT

:

$4.59 - ' SPECIAL
:
$4 9 9

~-----------Baked Spaghetti for 2 _
$5 95

,

.

. ~g. Cheese

Pizza

:

~-----~-----A-~~~~~~~~~~J
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SCIS Move to East
Campus Inconvenient
for Undergra.d

Lifestyle
by Ernest Defalco
Here is my opinion on the change
of the CIS majors to night classes, and
for the most part at the East Campus.
I really must say I am not at all
pleased with these changes. Why
weren't the Undergraduates asked
their opinion, or were they even considered? When I first applied here,
and flew ?II the way to Florida, why
was I not told that there was a chance
that my major would be switched to
night, and be moved to an alternate location?
Recently, I had to miss one of my
C programming classes because it was
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moved to the East Campus. I also tain requirements I must fulfill, like
missed the first one, because the in- taking Myth and Art and other imporvisible advisor, George Gabb, did not tant classes like that (again, note the
notify me that my class was cancelled sarcasm .) So now think a minute. I
and moved to night until after the start have class pretty much all day, then I Those things are very important for a
have dinner, then I go to class, get resume, and due to these changes, I
of the night course.
How am I supposed to pass when home about ten, and then I can fi- will have to stop being involved. Either that, or I must transfer.
I miss two classes out of eight right nally do my homework.
Now if I have a paper due, the
That is a shame considering I like
off? It is very difficu It.
lab
here
closes
at
midnight
leaving
it
here.
I have been here two and 1I
Last year I had an appointment
with George Gabb. I went to the of- me a whole two hours to do my pa- 4 years now, and wish I could finish
fice, only to have a secretary tell me per. Makes sense doesn't it.
here, but due to this University not
Another thing that makes me a caring for the undergraduate, I will
he was on the phone. So I waited 45
minutes, then asked what was going on. little pissy is the fact that I am an un- probably have to.
He was now off the phone, but dergraduate that lives on campus, and
I guess all and all, I just can not
he had vanis,hed. What kind of advi- I like to be involved. I am on Greek comprehend why the classes are go:sor is that? I also think he moved to Council, in my own 'fraternity, take ing to be moved off the MAIN camthe East Campus, 'which makes it even part in intramural events, and have a pus. They call it MAIN because a
easier for me to meet with him now job, not to mention helping out for majority of the classes are held here.
campus functions whenever I can.
If you are going to cancel the pro. (note the sarcasm .)
These things, for the most part, . gram, give me my money back and
Having the classes at night also
makes it tough for me to get anything are done at night. So, I make my class · cancel it. Otherwise bring it back
done for my other classes. Since I schedule in the day so I can take part over to the main campus wh~re it
. am still an undergraduate, I have cer- in the extra-curricular .activities. belongs! •

Opinion

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin·night!
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MISS AMERICA 1995 TO SPEAK TO
~
HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN AT
- - -.----------"--------. NSU'S BAUDHUIN ORAL SCHOOL
TYPIST
APA ,RESEARCH/ PROFESSIONAL
Courtesy Lisa Davis, Public Affairs ber 2 at 1 PM.
l'Editing My Specialty"

Freelance Writer

----------- .---------------Reasonable Rates.
Computer typing
$1 per page (ds)
Resumes $5 per page.
.-Dr. C. Lipschitz (PhD).

CALL 305-472-9990/
800-472-9994 (24 hours)

OPTOMETRIST
WANTED
For your own new business
to open early 1995
in Leesburg, Fla, 40 minutes
north of Orlando.
- All equipment and rent
provided. Send inquires to:

P.O. Box 174

Grand Island, Florida

32735
PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
FOR RESEARCH
EARN "$15.00 in 1 Hr.
Children,
ages 7 to 17,
and their mothers
Complete Brief
Questionnaires
CALL CLIO
( 305) 741-8174

If you would like to place a classified in The Knight contact our
business department at 452-1553.
You can get the exposure you need
with an ad placed in The Knight.
Our staff is available: .
Mon-Fri 9am to 5pm.

· Term Papers, Manuscripts
·. Theses, Dissertations
Laser-Quality Printer
Pick~Up and Delivery
· Available

Heather Whitestone, Miss Ameri' ca 1995, will speak to elementary
children, many hearing impaired, at
Nova Southeastern's Ralph J. Baud~
huin Oral School on Friday, Decem------------..

.. $2.00 Per Page (DS)
Call for Special Rates

452-7958

pgrade Your
_Study Skills
Improve your memory,
study habits, and reduce test
anxiety through hypnosis.
$175.00 includes 2 sessions and
1 customized audio tape.
Visa.and Mastercard accepted.

_M. Estelle Spike M.A., M.S.,.
Certified Hypontheraplst, Mental
Health Counselor Intern, 3595 Sheridan St. Suite 103
Hollywood, Fl. 33021
(305) 964-5257

YOUR DOCUMENTS
COMPUTER TYPED STATE-OFTHE-ART INK-JET B/W OR
COLOR PRINTER
RESUMES, TERMS, MSS.
FREE FLOPPY -ONE-ON;.ONE
COMPUTER TRAINING
PROVIDED IN THE COMFORT
OF YOUR OWN HOME
OR MINE. LOW FEES!
GROUP DISCOUNTS!
DETAILS:
FRANCINE MOMEWNT
(1-305) 741-7276

(~())JI•tJ'l'l~ll
'l'YI•IS'I'
_specializing in
term papers, theses,
resumes, practicums
and proposals.
Reasonable Rates
Contact S. Centner@
579-2128

Following a press conference she
will tour the Baudhuin School and the
LaBonte Institute for Hearing, Language, and Speech. Whitestone, ·
whose Miss America platform was
"Anything is Possible," is the first Miss
America who has a hearing impairment.
Later that evening, Whitestone
will speak at NSU's 29th Annual
Snowflake Ball, which benefits the
Baudhuin School and the LaBonte
· Institute. The Snowflake Ball will
honor George W. Gill and his daughter Linda Gill, owners of Gill Hotels,
Inc. (Yankee Clipper and Yankee
Trader).
The event will be held at the Pier
Sixty Six Crowne Plaza Resort and
Marina in Fort Lauderdale at 7 PM.
Tickets are $250.00 per person, with
proceeds to benefit the Baudhuin
See ORAL on the facing page ...

THE WRITE TOUCH GET INVOLVED
•••••••••••••••••••••
Become an activist,
Professional Word Processing
make a difference.
WordPerfect 6.0 I LaserJet Printer
Manuscripts, Resumes,
Term Papers
No Job too Big or too Small
Very Reasonable Rates

Join the Broward
County Young
Democrats.
Call Brian at ·
730-3716.

Call TERRI at (305) 3 70-6199

STUDENT HOUSING SPECIALIST

JOE O'TOOLE ·
d?~ofiot.
OPFICB: (305) 564-8182
(800) 927-8232
:U HR. (305) 730-5298

RENTALS--SALES
AnANTIC PROPERTIPS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
34~ N. OCEAN BOULEVARD• PT. LAUDERDALE. PL 33308

7 3 0 - 5 2 9 8
""THERE'S ONLY ONE ATLANTIC-'
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NSU Is Doing Its Best for Students
.. .continued from page 14

$1000 for food is so inexpensive.
Even if the student does miss several meals, there is no way to cover
food costs as efficiently. Besides, to
the best of my knowledge, there is
no requirement to live in the dorm
and subscribe to the meal plan.
Why didn't Mr. Ryder rent an
apartment and stock the kitchen by
himself if it is so easy to do? He might
have taken all his saved meal money
and joined a health club, bringing us
to his next area of complaint, recreation facilities.
Don't try to compare the Dolphins' new training facility to a students' facility. I don't believe Mr.
Ryder would have enjoyed the old
Dolphins facility (at St. Thomas University), which reportedly was vermin
infested, under equipped, and not air
conditioned.
If Mr. Ryder displays NFL ability,
I'm sure Coach Shula would be happy
to invite him into the weight room.
The complaint about the new
administration building is truly a
"Johnny-come-lately" cheap shot.
Where was Mr. Ryder when many

juncts have to meet the same academic credentials (usually . doctoral
degrees), but they also bring to their
classes real world experience.
Most adjuncts go the extra mile
in giving _back to the school in service and value what full-time faculty
cannot. Students calling at all hours
for clarification, or needing makeup
exams, or other problems constantly
interrupt adjuncts' personal lives.
Full-time faculty can (and many
do) insist that students catch them
only at class or in office hours. Many
do not hand out home phone numbers and addresses.
. I am an adjunct professor at NSU,
teaching in the undergraduate business programs, the MBA and doctoral
programs. Many of my assignments
are out of the area, almost all are at
night or on weekends.
My colleagues and I are proud of
our classroom expertise and believe
our efforts provide excellent education for the student body. Perhaps
Mr. Ryder would care to evaluate the
qualifications of faculty at many state
schools, where they use graduate assistants (not professors, adjunct or oth- .

I do not know why the computer engineering major was eliminated. Perhaps lack of enrollment had something to do with it,
making it a costly program that benefited few students.
administration offices were located in
shared buildings, trailers, and other
less appealing facilities?
I believe several . student (i .e.,
CUSTOMER) facilities have been built
over the past few years, while the
administration building has finally
arrived into our second quarter-century . You tell me, where is NSU's
interest~student-centered or management-centered?
Now, for the real issues leveled
against the college: faculty quality.
Mr. Ryder bel ieves that the adjunct
faculty is rarely available other than
at the class.
According to Mr. Ryder, "God ran
out of brains after the full-time professors were endowed."
Obviously Mr. Ryder didn't need
to come to Nova (or any other school)
because he seems to know everything
already .
Perhaps he doesn't ~ealize that the
adjunct faculty is the virtual backbone
of this institution. Not only do ad-

ervyise), in most undergraduate
courses?
It seems the only real complaint
Mr. Ryder has is directed at the sports
facilities (or perceived lack of them).
Maybe the basketball courts in Philly
are better, after you shovel the snow
off. Maybe the pools and beaches
are nicer, after you thaw the ice in
February.
Mr. Ryder calls NSU a prepubescent school. I propose that the only
prepubescence is Mr. Ryder's. He
claims he needs a more mature relationship, but perhaps what he really
needs is simply more maturity.
Mr. Ryder says that he is on his
way to Penn State, and I sincerely
wish him the best. One school's loss
is another's gain. I h_ope Penn State
doesn't hold it against us .
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Oral School to be
Visited by
Miss A111erica
.. .continued from facing page

School and the LaBonte Institute. ·
The Ralph J. Baudhuin 'oral
School, located at NSU 1s main campus at 3301 College Avenue in Davie,
is a nonprofit educational institute for
children with hearing impairments,
learning disabilities, speech and lang.uage impairments, or attention deficit disorders.
The LaBonte Institute, also located
at NSU 1s main campus in Davie, provides diagnostic and therapeutic services to persons of all ages with all
types of hearing, language, and
speech disorders.
To purchase tkkets or for more
information, contact Pat Purtill in the
NSU Development Office, at (30.5)
476-1995 .

"is.:.

\.'

Miss America, Heather Whitestone, will visit the
Baudhuin School and the Labonte Institute on
December 2nd. Whitestone will speak at the
29th Annual Snowflake Ball that evening. Photo
courtesy Office of Public Affairs ,

Question
The
Knowledge
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At Theatres Soon

Elliot M. Ser, DBA
Nova '88
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January Publication Schedule
Issue Date

Article Deadline Advertising Deadline

Jan '17
Jan 30

Dec 9
Jan "13

Women's Resource Center Established

Dec: 9
Jan '18

All university members are encouraged to submit articles, poetry, art, or photographs for publication. Call Jason, the Editor, at (305) 370-5670 or stop by the
Knight Newspaper office on the second floor of the Rosenthal Student Center.

e111e111bering the Be
Halloween Party..

Halloweeners, from left to right: Gabrielle Korb, Denise
Haltrecht, Chelsea Bucholz, and Tom Steuss.

The Life of the Party: Jack Saunder and Ernie
Defalco.

fright Night Party Stars Jack Saunder, Tom Steuss, a fellow wearing
a gas mask and insulating suit, and Charmaine Santiago.

Auxi iary Finals are Coming! .
Organization Need Math Tutoring?
On the Move

by Heidi Palmer

by Barbara Brodman ·

The Math Center wants you to ·
know that tutors are available to help
you, so come prepared with your
questions. Call for an appointment
with a tutor at 475-7479.
1he Math Center will also host a
workshop on how to prepare for math
finals. Gail Levine, coordinator of the
Math Center, will be the speaker. The
workshop will be on December 8th
. from 3 :00-4:00pm in The ASC trailer,
classroom one. •
·

The Nova Sotheastern University
Auxiliary Organization thanks Mike
Betesh and the Student Life Department for their help in acquiring a list
of vendors who are offering discounts
.to members of this organization.
The membership of the NSUAO
has increased this year to over 70
members. Many events are planned
for the year. The first one, a reception for members at the home of President Lewis, was held on October 8.
The first luncheon in our speaker
series was held on October 27 with
Chris Loving speaking on Personal Enhancement and Leadership. Our next
scheduled luncheon is December 8
with Bonnie Hoffman from the

Wellness Center speaking on Nutrition. (Information we all need right
before the holidays!)
For more information on the
NSUAO or any of our events, contact Barbara Berner, Mary Ann Alvin,
or Joe Lakovitch. •
·

are indentifiable and clear. Needs
that men in the college community
when there is ever any kind of agency do not have. I am not saying they
or organization that helps women, don't have needs, but our institutions
whether it's battered women, or have been established and developed
whether its child-care, or a woman to meet the needs of the middle-class,
with an alcohol problem, we warit to · white male.
"The University has not been
provide a place that these women can
structured to meet the needs of micome to get information.
Dr. Lamm acknowledges, "It's a nority students, working women,
very large goal that we have in mind. women with children, or poor
It has taken us a long ti me to get rec- women. That is just the history of
ognition for it. But almost every large · col.lege. College was the perogative
university has a Women's Resource of the middle-class, white male."
Dr. Lamm is not alone in her enCenter."
Som~ people may argue that the deavor to provide these services . She
Women's Resource Institute is very . is accompanied by Merrill Grinblatt,
one-sided. One may ask, "Why don't Assistant Director of Human Rewe have a Men's Resource Institute?" sources, and Dr. Fran Tetunic, a proDr. Lamm points out, "The irony fessor at the Law School. Dr. Lamm
is that most college communities are hopes to affect not only the NSU comset up to serve men . And men don't . munity, but Broward as well.
If any one is interested in this inhave the same type of problems that
women have. By and large, they stitute and would like to help or offer
ideas, contact Dr. Lamm at (305) 475don't take care of the children.
"Seventy-five percent of the 7582 . There will be an open house
people living in poverty in this coun- in January to inform everyone of the
try are single women and children. services and activities offered by the
So women have particular needs that Women's Resource Institute. •
.. .continued from front cover

great scores.••
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where
need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

you

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Call: 370-2500

1et a
.

higher score~
.

KAPLA·N

